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11/12/2012 00:40 RNA Drops
Heart and Body Drops
Heaviness in chest comes and goes.
Bad flu in lungs; congestion.

Change of seasons perhaps?
Worked out on farm when I first started taking drops.
Hauled corn.
Lots of dust when you open hoppers.
GMO corn dust in lungs.

When people get off GMO foods, health improves.
Getting off takes off inflammation.
Quit searching for a reason in labyrinth of your mind.

RNA Drops change you for the better.
Doctors say different is abnormal.
She tells doctors not to give diagnosis.

Need mask for a job like that.
Body will take care of itself.

14:30 Depression and despondence
Added Empower Plus.
Got better results.
More normal than in my entire life.
Story of Empower Plus.
RNA Drops creating new cells and 144,000 strands.
I feel happy like I found a pot of gold.
Joyful sense of optimism.
Back pain almost gone.
Don't worry about my food so much.
Weston A Price Conference - Anthropological Dentist
Cod Liver Oil
Fermented Cod Liver Oil make that A and D source.
Hypertension and salt
Salt gets your electrolytes going.
Hypertension relates to regular table salt.
Sea salt has 72 different minerals.
Sea salt important for adrenal glands and electrical system.

30:03 Empower Plus
Vitamin cabinet has its own zip code. :)
Has had a lot of contrast. Thought it was releasing.
Maybe she should take less of the other supplements?

ReAlign and RNA Drops help?
I think of ReMag for heart and chest for symptoms.

Jeffrey Smith at conference anti-GMO
Take people off GMOs

If GMOs make sense to you, you can improve when you stop.
ReMag or some sort of magnesium will help detoxify.

Hemp Microplant Powder



Empower Plus is a mega multivitamin and mineral.
It's not organic, etc.
Precursors of neurotransmitters.

Treating mental illness with vitamins and minerals.
Wean down by cutting down slowly. Don't jump.
Maybe at the beginning It's not the drops.
Maybe it's all about alchemy and listening to your body.
Balanced approach of listening to your body.
Don't run to products out of fear or less than.
Go towards something as a joyful exploration.
B12 injections make a difference.
RNA Drops are a hand and hand process with Ascension.
Contrast arose to get my attention. I moved through it.
Contrast works with chemistry in the body, in my cells.
Could feel the breaking up of cellular patters in my body.

43:48 Gaining weight on drops
Weight comes on to ground you.
Concern you are drifting away or too much to handle.
Put copper bracelet on your ankle. It will earth you.

Tuning fork vibrates and magnetism kicks in.
You are compensating for that.
Process you have to go through.
Copper anklets. It's basic structure to ground the magnetism.
Ask all the questions you can about your ascension.
Psychics use cigarettes, food, alcohol to stay in the world.
Vertigo and dizziness can be common.
Experienced non-physical traveler's journeys improve.

55:52 Massage Therapist notices improvements in skin and 
muscle tone.
Knee reconstruction scar tissue is disappearing.

Online grounding exercises could help, too.
Wife has stressful job.
Relax and allow.

"You have capacity. You are able to do this."
1:05:32 Would Realign help me along with the Empower Plus.

Sulfur-Based Amino Acids

Somewhat follows Abram Hoffer with ortho-molecular med.

howionic.com - RNA Drops Explained - iON talks about this.

Could put ReNew right on your knee.

You cannot be responsible for someone else. iON
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